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Having been defeated by Korath, the majority of ΩFORCE is imprisoned
on Chandilar. They are awaiting trial to determine their fate.
Stronghold holds no rights in the Galactic Imperium. He is held
separately, being tortured by his Skrull-hating, Kree captors and the
knowledge that his team mate, Dr. Sound, is dead. Enigma, however,
has escaped prison. She may be ΩFORCE’s only hope...
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DETENTION CENTER 9
“I DON’T UNDERSTAND.” Iron Fist asked his fellow captives. “How did Enigma
escape? Or did they take her? Are they torturing her maybe?”
K’os tried to peer from his force field-enhanced cell to see what the Shi’ar guards
were doing. The entire detention center was in an uproar. An inmate had escaped.
Over the past few days, the team had been taken out of their cells in shifts for
various reasons. Enigma took advantage of the respite and did what she does best,
disappear. “Calm your fears, Iron Fist. Enigma may seem to you like merely an
acrobatic martial artist. But she is so much more.”
“Agreed,” Spider-Woman tried to adjust her hands in the uncomfortable inhibitor
cuffs they all wore. She was happy to see the Shi’ar thrown into upheaval by the
Latverian’s move. “Enigma is our best bet at this point. I am more worried about
the fate of Stronghold. I could sense the hatred from the Kree against our Skrull
ally. He may already be dead.”
Spider-Man said, “We’ve already lost one of ours.” He was referring to Dr.
Sound, who seemingly died in space. Though the Kree had not produced a body.
“No need to lose any more people. We are outnumbered…”
“But not outclassed,” K’os interrupted.
“While you were swinging through
concrete canyons, Spider-Man,
ΩFORCE was saving the universe from
Celestials. We can handle a few
glorified Super Friends.” K’os referred
to the three Imperial Guardsmen who
approached their cells.
Gladiator led Starbolt and Oracle. They
faced K’os from the other side of the
force screen. The super-alien did not
offer a greeting. His anger was
palpable. A prisoner had escaped. That
was an embarrassment to such an
advanced people. He spoke clearly and
definitively. “You are the leader of this
band. I have a demand. Tell me: Where has the one called Enigma gone? How did
she escape?”

K’os replied, “Maybe we can strike a deal. I tell you what you want to know. We
align ourselves with the Shi’ar. The Kree have nothing on you guys. You benefit
from the wealth of power humanity has to offer. Maybe we will even join your
troop.”
Gladiator gave a glance to Oracle. He nodded.
Oracle touched her temple. And K’os felt the invasion of his mind begin.
IN THE STREETS OF CHANDILAR

ENIGMA WALKED ALONG the crowded shopping plaza. She had already swiped a
colorful, orange garment to hide her identity. She approached a concession stand
that was selling various types of metallic jewelry.
“Welcome to Glark’s, outworlder,” the tubby, mammalian
shopkeeper said as he held out his hands to display his wares.
“Two for one special for the next two hours, my fair lady.”
“You
Glark
hated
metal

assume I’m a lady,” Enigma flirted. She needed to keep
distracted while her sleight-of-hand skills went to work. She
to steal. But she needed weapons. And some of the longer
chains would make usable garrotes or thrown weapons.

Glark tilted his head to the side. “Now, there is a language my
translator has never encountered before. Still, I catch your drift,
female,” he said as he leaned forward. His breath smelled like fish.

“Maybe I will throw in this Brood geode for good measure if you make a
purchase of at least 200 Republican credits.”
Enigma smacked her forehead with one hand while her other hand pocketed the
goods. “Oh, my. You just reminded me. I left my credits in my hotel suite. Will
you be here when I return?”
Seeing that an instant sell was out of the question, Glark backed up. “Yes. I will.
Hurry back. My sale ends soon.”

If you are quite through window shopping, Forcer, you need to make your
way to our location immediately. The Imperial Guard are stepping up their
search for you. And spies are everywhere on Chandilar.
It was the voice again. She had first heard it in Detention Center 9. It gave her
instructions on how to escape the Center. It had instructed her to deactivate her
power every hour. It said that would ensure they can keep in contact. Then it gave
her the address of a skyscraper she was to go to after escaping. The voice was not
human. It was that of a gurgly, whispery creature who promised it would help
liberate her friends. She couldn’t tell whether it was male or female.

Hurry now.
The communication didn’t feel exactly like telepathy. It would not respond to her
thoughts. It would only respond when Enigma deactivated her powers and
whispered. But Enigma did not like deactivating her powers, which made her
voice inaudible to anything technological in nature. She knew the Shi’ar were
searching for her. Staying off-the-grid was key to her team’s survival.
She headed for the skyscraper.
DETENTION CENTER 9
K O’S REMEMBERED A time and body in which he was impervious to mental
attacks. Now, the Gamemaster had declared open mic night on his brain and
turned his mind into a karaoke stage for every whacked out mind-bending hack in
the universe. This new body did have some advantages, though. Some defensives.
His cell structure was crystalline based. So his synapses fired at a much faster rate
than carbon-based counterparts. Plus, he had dealt with enough telepaths to build
up some techniques to resist their intrusions. Compartmentalizing his thoughts, he
shifted his thought patterns through a series of mental exercises. He focused his
thoughts on the plethora of life experience he had gained from multiple stages of
chaotic existence. A Romulan. A mechanized robot known as Cybercin. The
synthezoid Synthecin. An android replica of Thor. A lisping Elsie-Dee. And, now,
his tinsel tinkling crystalline form.

Oracle was nearly overwhelmed by the vivid imagery. Her mind was sent reeling
as she tried to process the multitudinous life experiences. Celestials. Dimensions.
Cosmic upheaval. Multiversal collapse. But Oracle was a member of the Imperial
Guard. She had encountered cosmic mysteries and beings of immeasurable power
before. She, too, was formidable. And she would succeed!
Gladiator saw Oracle’s body tense up then calm. Starbolt asked, “Oracle? Is all
aright?”
Oracle gave K’os a respectful smile as she motioned for her allies to be still.
“I...am fine. Momentarily taken aback. This being is old. He has seen much. He is
even making an attempt to block my telepathic probe. I am not the first telepath
he has encountered. I respect his efforts. But I am already getting images…”
Oracle squinted her eyes as if trying to see a far off object. “Interesting. He firmly
believes that our universe is concocted by someone called the Gamemaster and
that we are all...non-player characters.”
“What nonsense is this?” Starbolt commented.
Oracle pushed back that idea and said, “Despite his delusions about the nature of
our universe, I sense no ill intent. In fact, he is seemingly...having fun. I sense no
fear. He is not a Skrull. Nor, to his knowledge, are he or his compatriots Skrulls.
Except for the one in Kree custody.”
“What of the one called Enigma? Where is she?” Gladiator demanded to know.
“He is trying to hide the full extent of her powers.” The pink-skinned female
placed both hands on her temples. “But, he will fail. For I am Oracle.” She took a
step forward.
K’os held up his cuffed hands as if trying to block her mental energies from
entering his mind. He took two steps back. “...nnnnnggghhh…”
MEANWHILE, AT A TOWERING SKYSCRAPER

ENIGMA TALKED TO herself as she scaled
the golden skyscraper held aloft by a
cabled contraption. “I guess all universes
have construction workers and window
washers,” she said while riding the lift. She
found carriage units laying on the ground
floor of the building ready to be hoisted
up. Finding clothes to match her new job
over her old costume was easy. And this

was a less time consuming way to get up the skyscraper. She wasn’t going to go
in level by level. This was a much simpler methods that required no such thing as
climbing stories. “I see why the spider twins choose this method. I prefer the
scenery.” She sat down and looked back on the view. The higher she went, the
more came into view. “Such a beautiful place made by enslaving so many worlds.
Not your best quality, if you ask me.”
She arrived at the top floor as instructed by the voice.

“A resourceful one, aren’t you?” the voice said as a window opened allowing
Enigma to hop inside the gorgeous living quarters.

Before her stood two beings. The whispery voice belonged to a man seemingly
composed of plants. He stood next to a humanoid female who sported a black eye
patch.
The female spoke. “You followed our instructions implicitly. Every hour on the
hour you allowed us to detect you by shutting down your incredible powers.
Thank you.”

“You are indeed a gift to the galaxy. You will be essential to the next phase of
our plan,” the talking tree said.
“That’s great and all,” Enigma said. “But I still don’t have any idea who you
people are.”
“I am Ariane, one of the last surviving members of Galador. My friend is Quoi of
the Cotati, one of the oldest races in the galaxy.”
“That’s the who,” the wary Latverian said. “Now the why.”

“To understand our mission, you must first understand the origin of the
Cotati, the Kree, and the Skrulls. A hundred millennia ago, the Skrulls (at that
time a benevolent race) wandered the universe, searching for species they
could help to evolve. Discovering two separate species on Hala, they held a
contest to determine the worthier race. The contestants were given a task.
Create a habitable area on Earth’s moon.
“The Kree built a huge city of technology, including artificial gravity and selfreplenishing air, to resemble Earth’s circumstances as much as possible. This
habitat became known as the Blue Area of the moon.
“The Cotati, on the other hand, developed an enclosed ecological system for
the area, which was mandatory for its habitation. Therefore, it was they who
were considered as winners of the contest. Enraged by this declaration of
inferiority, the Kree killed the Skrull ambassador and his crew, seized their
starship and made its technology their own. Now they were equipped to fight
the eon-long war between Kree and Skrull.
“But the Kree didn´t concentrate solely on the Skrull. Their humiliation led
them to diminish the entire Cotati population. But we were able to spawn a
new generation before dying. For eons, we devolved our bodies into normal
looking plants in order to hide from the Kree, while perfecting our mental
powers.
“As you have probably become very aware, the Kree’s thirst for conquest by
any means has not been quenched.”
Ariane continued the tale. “Not by far. Over time, the Kree rose to become a
galactic power equal to the Shi’ar, Brood, Spartax, and the formerly vast and
powerful Galadorian Empire.”
“‘Formerly’?” Enigma noted.
“Yes. The Galadorians were once a proud race that’s sole purpose was defending
the galaxy from the threat of the Dire Wraiths, a race of evil shape shifting aliens
who sought to conquer the universe eliminating any other races in their path. For
thousands of years, Galador’s Spaceknights were the sole defense against their
dark hordes. In time, Galadorians met the Kree. Instantaneously, the Kree were
envious of Galador’s triumphs and flawless reputation.”

“Hmm. Seems to me that the Kree don’t like to be bested by anyone. Skrull.
Cotati. Galadorians. I guess Humans are on that list now.” Enigma continued
listening.
“Along with thousands of other species that the Kree have brought to their knees.
The Kree were able to dismantle the Galadorian Empire after its ruling council
and many of our most honored spaceknights were revealed to be, in actuality,
Skrulls. Civil war erupted on Galador. Cities fell. Billions died. Spaceknights
were outlawed. Eventually, the remnant of Galadorians had no choice but to ask
for salvation.”
“From the Kree no less,” Enigma surmised.
“All done so through the power of the Revelation Crystal,” Ariane explained.
“Interesting,” Enigma said. “My team has a bad feeling about that crystal. It’s not
all it’s cracked up to be. Am I right?”

“Your allies are wise. The Cotati have been suspicious of the Kree’s Skrullrevealing weapon for decades. But we had no solid proof that anything
nefarious was going on...until now.”
“How so?” the Forcer asked.
Ariane said. “A band of specialists were hired using the remaining treasury of
Galador. They were sent on a mission to steal the Revelation Crystal from the
Kree while it was in transit from their latest conquest. Our bounty hunters
managed to steal the crystal. They were then to take the crystal to earth where
there is rumored to be a master of the mystic arts. We hoped that this one would
unravel the mysterious energies detected in the Revelation Crystal. Unfortunately,
the Kree dispatched a squadron to intercept our specialists. In the firefight, the
crystal was lost. We now know it was recovered by an earthling scientist named
Peter Parker. Parker was subsequently attacked by Korath the Pursuer. The crystal
became the possession of the Kree once more.”

“Now that the Kree are aware of our attempts to get the crystal to earth, they
will make such a task impossible. Hence, we must alter our strategy to that of
an even more dangerous mission.”
“Let me guess,” Enigma rolled her eyes. “I now have to go on a death-defying
solo mission against cosmically-enhanced enemies.”

“Absolutely not,” Ariane said. “You will have allies. What makes this mission
most dangerous is where you will be traveling to...the dreaded Dark Nebula!”
Enigma looked around. “Allies? Where are these allies?”
Quoi handed Enigma a bleeping sphere. “You will see in just a moment. Milano,

one to beam up.”

N ANOSECONDS LATER, ENIGMA arrived on the deck of a spaceship. The sphere
was a personal teleportation device. She saw before her a group of mismatched
strangers.

The one that looked like a raccoon said, “Hiya. We’re the Guardians of the
Galaxy! I’m Rocket. This here is my pal, Groot. Dude with the knives is Drax.
The emerald-skinned chick is Gamora. This idiot with the mask thinks he’s our
leader. (Not true.) Calls himself Star-Lord.” Rocket pointed to a chair on the
bridge. The occupant turned in his chair and smiled. “And hims I thinks you
already know he says.”

“Surprised?” Asa Hawke said as he stood from the chair. He was in costume but
his face mask was off.
Enigma was surprised. “That explains how Quoi was casting his voice into my
ears. I lost a lot of sweat trying to save you, you know,” she said as she sat at the
captain’s chair. She was trying to soak this all in. “I was doing flips and turns
trying to make an awesome space rescue. Especially dealing with that murdering
slaver, Korath. He boarded the Nolo Clementia. Fun times. So how did you
manage this? Is finding a ride in space that easy?”
Asa smiled. It was good to see her face. “Actually, I have a few cool power stunts
up my sleeve like sonic teleportation. Well, it’s more like discorporation,
matching harmonics, and reintegration using sound as a…”
Enigma’s eyes went wide.
“Nevermind. Great to see you.” He placed a hand on her shoulder. “To make the
story short, I used the open COM link between my old body armor to sonic ‘port
over to the Nolo Clementia. Hid there until we docked on Chandilar. I snuck out
and went undercover. Managed to find a library. Studied up on Imperial law and
the Kree. The Cotati found me and recruited me to their cause: expose the Kree.
Take them apart.”
“I’m good with that,” Enigma said. “So, now what?”
“Seems the Guardians were stalking the Kree looking for a way to get the black
crystal back. They are on the Galadorian payroll. We figured out a way to get to
the crystal. All we needed...was you.”
“Yeahhh. I’m still not getting this newfound fascination with little ol’ me. But I’m
glad you’re safe. I was ready to do a full sweep of the city for signs you survived.
The team thought you were dead for sure.” Her voice cracked.
“This was the first I could get word to anyone without letting the Kree know what
we are up to. Good lookin’ out tho. So, you ready to do your sneaky thing?”
“Nasty little buggers the Kree are. And their pompous high officials are no better.
But do you really need to ask? I was literally born ready for sneaky. So tell me the
plan.”
Star-Lord clapped his hands together. “Awesome! That’s what I’m talking about.”
Drax pat Asa on the back. WHAP! “Finally. The talking is over. Now, we can fly
to planet Askia within the Dark Nebula,fight our way through murderous hordes
of Dire Wraith, acquire a sample of pure askiatite from the heavily-guarded Mines
of the Woeful, and return to Chandilar where we will engage in a wicked

bloodbath versus the Kree mongrels to bond the askiatite with the Revelation
Crystal exposing the corrupted geode for what it is!” With a big smile on his face,
Drax added, “I highly doubt most of you will survive a face off against the
Imperial Guard. Nonetheless, this will be fun!”
Asa looked at Enigma. “And that’s pretty much the mission.”
“I am Groot.”
“Exactly, big guy,” Rocket said as he pushed Enigma from the pilot’s chair and
began tapping buttons. “Time to go. The Kree might already be tracking us.”
The Milano took off at warp speed as Asa moved toward the back of the bridge.
He passed Gamora along the way. She held her finger up to Asa’s face. “One
warning. I know about you human males and your pelvic sorcery. Try it and I
slice your throat.”
Star-Lord laughed and nudged Asa. “That means she funds you attractive. You
guys make great additions to our team,” he said as he headed deeper into the ship
with the other Guardians.
Enigma moved next to Asa. “Okay.” She looked him up and down. “Your
costume looks different. No big collar thing.”
Asa put his face mask on. “This isn’t my PsiFi gear. Lost in space. They have a
costume generator machine in the back. Couldn’t remember all the design specs.
Got it close as possible.”
Enigma took off for the rear of the craft. “Oh. I want one. Shopping time.”
ONE COSTUME GENERATION LATER...
ENIGMA LOOKED AT herself in the polished reflection of
a mirrored cabinet as Dr. Sound watched from the
lounge area. “Costume looks good. Too bad I don’t have
my weapons and equipment.”
Rocket nonchalantly walked in the lounge followed by
Groot. The sentient rodent said, “No worries, dame. I
gots plenty of boom sticks if’n you needs ‘em.” He
opened a big storage locker in the rear of the lounge.
“Just pick what you like. Plenty to spare. Even got some
leftover armor from some Kree we killed last week.”
“I’ll take the armor,” Enigma said. “I’ll hold off on the
‘boom sticks’ for now.”

“I am Groot?” the lumbering lumberyard asked.
“No you can’t have one,” Rocket responded while throwing his hands in the air.
“What do you need one for? Yer a freakin’ livin’ weapon, for cryin’ out loud.”
“I am Groot.”
Star-Lord walked in. He eyed Enigma. “New costume looks great. You look
great. I look great. Everything’s...great.” He paused and winked. “How you
doin’?”
“That’s a lot of ‘I am greats’. I’m beginning to think you have a touch of what
tree boy has.” Enigma gave Star-Lord the brush off. “Should get that checked.”
Dr. Sound laughed out loud.
And the Milano sped toward the distant planet of Askia located within the
dreaded Black Nebula.
KORATH’S PALACE, BACK ON CHANDILAR

K ORATH DEFIANTLY STOOD on the top floor of his palace
located next to the Kree embassy. The area was
decorated with hundreds of captured relics from a
multitude of different species. He looked out over
Chandilar still steaming over Lilandra’s declaration for a
formal investigation. He decided to take some anger out
on his deplorable captive.
In the center of the room, between the plush furniture
and ornaments, was a circular hatch that lay flush with
the tiled floor. Korath pressed a button on a computer
console that sat on a desk next to the sealed hatch. The
hatch drew open like the shutter of a camera. The sound
of a hydraulic lift could be heard. After about half-a-minute a sealed cage rose
into the center of the room. In the cage was Korath’s latest trophy. The beaten and
dejected form of Cy’vyll the Skrull.
Cy’vyll laid on the bottom of the entrapment. His hands were still cuffed. He
looked out at Korath through swollen eyes. The first few hours of his captivity
were laced with insults that he had heard many times before. Every cruel joke
about Skrulls. Now, here was the orchestrator of his torment. Why were the taunts
affecting him so much more now?

Perhaps his time with the ΩFORCE had softened his mental and emotional
defenses. Perhaps it was the kick to the thorax that accompanied each insult that
made it hurt that much more. Or perhaps he felt especially demoralized because
the origination of each slur spat upon him was from the twisted Kree, quite
possibly the worse beings ever brought into existence by Skrulls. He had fought
so hard to give Skrulls a new name, a new reputation. Now, here he lay crumpled.
Beaten to a bloody pulp praying to pass out.
“Greetings, animal,” Korath said as he summoned a flagon of wine from the
nearby table. He took a slow sip. “You might be wondering why I keep you alive.
Do you wonder?”
Cy’vyll did not respond. He merely strained to breathe through lungs filled with
fluid.
“Not in a talkative mood. Well, then. Let me tell you. It is because nothing
brightens my day more than seeing a Skrull suffer. Death is too merciful.” Korath
spit his wine on Cy’vyll’s face. “You are probably hoping your friends find a way
to rescue you. It will not happen. I want to keep you alive long enough to see your
friends’ defeat. To watch your adopted planet fall. To witness the civil war that
will occur when your vile brethren are exposed. To see Hydra ascend to power on
the piled corpses of your reptilian cohorts. To see the Kree win one more planet
sheerly on the native inhabitants’ visceral hatred of your kind.”
The hatred made Cy’vyll’s body literally tremble.
“Yes. That makes true joy swell into my heart.” Korath stared coldly at his
captive through the bars. “And when I finally release you from the mortal plane, I
will look you in your eyes and, seething with hatred that I cannot give name to, I
shall say to you, ‘Death is too kind a fate for you.’ And you will thank your
heathen gods for my killing blow.”
HOURS LATER, IN ORBIT AROUND PLANET ASKIA

THE MILANO DROPPED out of warp. It set its orbit around the dark planet below. “I
hope we weren’t detected,” Star-Lord said. “We need to get as close to the mines
as possible. When they spot us, all hell will break loose.”
Dr. Sound leaned against the cockpit window. “Let’s review the plan. Bust
through hundreds, maybe thousands of these Dire Wraith guys, grab some
askiatite, and head back to Chandilar.
“You ears work well, Dr. Sound,” Gamora said. “Askiatite is a rare mineral that
the ancient Galadorians discovered. They found that the radiation emitted from
the red crystal could expose disguised Dire Wraiths and, when constructed into a
weapon, cast the Wraiths into Limbo.”
“And the Revelation Crystal is also made of askiatite,” Enigma understood. “So
why is it black in hue?”
Star-Lord responded, “The Dire Wraiths’ females are experts in harnessing
otherworldly energies for dark purposes. They put the jinx on a fragment of
askiatite. Anyone in possession of the Revelation Crystal can project their hatred
onto their enemies creating the illusion that their foes are Skrulls.”
Drax interrupted. “Only someone with great mystical power or a pure piece of
askiatite can destroy the curse of the Revelation Crystal.”
“I don’t see why you didn’t go this route in the first place while you had the
Revelation Crystal in hand,” Dr. Sound thought out loud. “Seems kind of out of
the way to go all the way to earth seeking out Dr. Strange.”
“I am Groot.”
Rocket agreed as he clicked of his weapon’s safety. “Once you see the horror of
the Dire Wraiths and the dangers of the Dark Nebula, you will see why we picked
option number one, jerk.”
“What Rocket means to say is that once we get our hands on pure askiatite,” StarLord explained, “the Wraiths will go to any length to destroy us and regain the
mineral. They will pursue us back to Chandilar. We are talking about all-out war
with a species we have reason to believe have infiltrated some of the highest
positions in the Imperium. You see, the Galadorians nearly wiped out the Wraith.
The Wraith created the Revelation Crystal and duped the Kree into using it
against the Galadorians. With the Galadorians nearly extinct, the Wraith began
slowly integrating themselves back into the galactic population. We are about to
seriously screw up a plot hundreds of years in the making.”

“I see,” Dr. Sound said. “And this attack will declare our intention to the entire
Dire Wraith population.”
Enigma gulped. “So, we sneak onto the planet…”
“Sneak?” Drax yelled. “Drax does not sneak!”
Gamora informed everyone, “Get ready! We are entering Askia’s atmosphere.”
Violent winds buffeted the Milano as it rapidly descended into a depressing
cloudbank of gray ash. Drax held onto a handhold to keep from toppling over. “I
have never seen such a dark and relentlessly tumultuous atmosphere. It is as if the
planet is in a constant state of anger and irritation.” With a nod of his head and
grinned at Enigma. “I like it here.”
Dr. Sound and Enigma looked at each other. This was not a normal Monday.
They sensed they were in for the fight of their life.
Before they had a moment’s more preparation, Star-Lord opened the canopy into
the choking atmosphere of volcanic soot. The air was hot and reeked of the smell
of rotting sulfur. The Milano CHAM settled down on the rocky ground. Like a
seasoned band of experienced militia fighters, the Guardians of the Galaxy leapt
from the sleek spaceship, guns blazing ZAM! ZAM! BLAM! BLAM! and swords
SLASHing, and dove directly into the bustling hive of demonic looking Dire
Wraith!

“Give ‘em hell, Guardians!” Star-Lord yelled as he rocketed forward and shot
ZAM! ZAM! two Wraith square in their heads with his twin blasters!
Enigma stealthily slipped out of the Milano as Groot and Dr. Sound led the
charge. “I...AM...GROOT!” SQUAAAW!!!! Dr. Sound erupted in sonic energy,
pouring it into to the densest throng of enemies that sped toward them like a
hellish wave. The horde swarmed the heroes. They were more numerous than the
mind could fathom.
Drax and Gamora dove into the fray. SHAKT! SLICE! GLURCH! Stabbing.
Cutting. Gouging. The Dire Wraith returned in kind. They circled the Guardians
and managed to strike Drax, Rocket and Star-Lord. Rocket yelled as he kept his
paws on the trigger, “So many of them! I can’t even see the frackin’ entrance to
the mines.”
Dr. Sound tried to use his power as a battering ram to make his way into the
mines. But Wraiths jumped, dropped and leapt from every corner of his vision.
“Oof!” The pink-skinned monstrosities managed to pull him down. The mass of
their weight bludgeoning him like a bowling ball against the head.
A Wraith yelled over the battle, “They must not be allowed to enter the…” ZAM!
Star-Lord’s blaster rendered the Wraith’s mouth useless. “You were going to say
‘mine’,” he joked.
But, in truth, there was little to laugh about. The Dire Wraiths were desperate. As
desperate, if not more so, than the Guardians and the two Forcers in their
company. Star-Lord and Dr. Sound ended up back to back cutting down incoming
walls of alien savages.
Nearby, Enigma tried to inch closer to the mine. She hadn’t made it ten meters
from the Milano. All she could see were bodies and blood. She was starting to
lose direction. The death cries and battle wails threatened to drive her mad. If she
allowed herself to get separated from the others, the Wraiths might overwhelm
her.
Rocket was smacked backwards by an
angered foe. He rolled to a stop at the feet
of Groot. The bruised rodent was a master
tactician. He scanned the situation. They
had made it only halfway to the mines.
Already, Dire Wraith were pouring into
the gulley like water from a broken pipe.
Not good. He glanced over at Enigma,

who seemed overwhelmed by the odds. “Bet you wish you took a gun now, eh,
toots?”
“I’m good,” Enigma said as she pulled out a small explosive device. She tossed it
into a crowd of Wraith. BOOM! Wraith parts flew everywhere. “Really. I am.”
Rocket grinned as he protected their flank. “I think I like you.”
Dr. Sound was reading the situation faster than the action was taking place. This
man had fought countless battles. He had led his team to more wins than he could
recall. He could tell that this was one of those real, life-or-death situations where
every move counted; every blow had to be struck with precise intention. He
pushed his back against Star-Lord’s back as the Wraith closed in with murderous
accord. “With your permission, Star-Lord. We need a plan.”
“Have at it,” Star-Lord responded as he fired into the crowd. “Drax is buried in
foes. That’s pretty much the signal we’re toast anyways.” Star-Lord pointed to
Drax who was buried in Wraith bodies and nearly rendered immobile.
Dr. Sound took charge as he watched Gamora spring forward in a spinning
cosmic slash, blades whizzing and twirling so fast that any Wraith unlucky
enough to get past Groot was instantly cut down. “Groot, build us a path to the
mines. Gamora and Drax, destroy anything that gets past Groot’s wall. Enigma,
patch people up as needed. Star-Lord, let’s keep pushing forward. And since I
don’t know if you Guardians have a battle cry, you can borrow ours: ΩFORCE,
Let’s Finish This!” Dr. Sound sent a devastating sound blast through a group of
enemies that rendered them to dust and cleared a path to the mine entrance.
Okay. That was good. The mob of Dire
Wraith had been drastically reduced by the
team’s last actions.
But everyone could feel the ground
rumbling as if an innumerable throng of
horses was speeding in their direction.
Then, over the ridge of the southern hill,
another army of alien shapeshifters
emerged. In a hissing, hellish voice, one of
the raspy creatures announced, “Forward,
sisters! Forward to the kill!”
Dr. Sound was starting to stress out. Things
didn’t look good. All he could see were
Wraith horizon to horizon. They poured into
the gully that surrounded the mine like a
boat filling with water. In all this madness,

Asa couldn’t stop thinking about his wife, Tetsua. He couldn’t help but miss her.
When he got back—and he would get back—he needed to spend time with her.
He had to wonder if she was happy with her new life. He brought himself back to
the here and now. He used a sonic tentacle to snag Drax from the dogpile of Dire
Wraith.“Everyone! Guard the entrance to the mine! Groot, get in there and grab
us some askiatite! This is it, people! Make it happen!”
Groot moved toward the mine shaft as Drax and Gamora chopped away at endless
enemies. After seeing the team make their way to the mines, Drax used himself as
bait. Distracting the Dire Wraith. He continued the fight. Stabbing. Stabbing.
Stabbing. Wraith after Wraith falling. Falling. Falling.
Star-Lord looked into the opening of the cavern. He saw a sparkle. Light glinting
off of metal. His eyes widened as he saw a band of Wraith inside the cave roll an
ion cannon into place. “Ion blast plus Groot equals Groot on fire,” he mumbled.
Then he yelled, “Heads up, people! Ion cannon!”
BA-ZHOOOM! Forcers and Guardians dove in every direction as the Wraith
unleashed the profane fury of their super-weapon. PLA-DOOM! No heroes were
hit by the initial assault. Gray ash filled the air.
Star-Lord boldly rose from the blast fallout. He sent a few choice shots toward the
power coupling of the ion cannon ZING! ZING! He missed but succeeded in
drawing the attention of the three Dire Wraith who controlled the cannon. BAZHOOOM! Star-Lord was not as fortunate as the first time. The ion blast struck
him hard. He was blown backwards away from the mine. And his Kree weapon
was blown from his hand. Star-Lord skid to a stop at Rocket’s feet.
Rocket looked down at his sizzling team mate. “That hadta hurt.” The rodent hero
saw the Wraith pouring over the edges of the gully towards them. He fired his
oversized gun at them. BOOM! BOOM! He brought down rubble on the massing
horde. “BLAM! Murdered you!” Rocket celebrated. “We’re gonna die today. I’m
sure of it. They won’t stop coming.”
Enigma scooted next to Dr. Sound as she evaded some foes. She said, “These
guys are crazy. Too many enemies.” She watched as Sound formed a sonic shield
to deflect a shot from the ion cannon. BOOM-SKPOW! “We haven’t even got our
hands on the…”
“I am Groot.”
Sound and Enigma looked towards their towering ally. Groot had been standing
by in the fray. Dire Wraith had climbed all over his tall frame trying to do damage
to his barky hide. Groot had allowed the insane Wraith to focus their attacks on
his main form. In the meantime, he had extended a root from his leg, sent it

squiggling along the ground into the mine, and used it to slyly dislodge a piece of
the red crystal from a rocky wall. Now he held it in his hand. “I am Groot.”
The Dire Wraith howled in dissatisfaction, a battle cry that vibrated through the
souls of every righteous being in the area. Now, more than ever, the ancient, evil,
vile, degenerate race known as Dire Wraiths needed to make sure that the
interlopers’ mission failed. And they were willing to throw every last living soul
at this task. The Guardians of the Galaxy and ΩFORCE must die!
Dr. Sound knew they had one goal now: haul ass to the Milano and blast off this
damn rock! He recalled a stunt he used to pull with Testua back in his original
universe when she had the power to control plants. He altered sound waves so
only his team could hear his commands. “Groot, create a protective sheath sphere
of roots. Enigma, grab that crystal and get inside Groot’s sphere. We are sending
you back to the Milano by way of tunneling. Pop you back to the surface once
you’re next to our ride. Enigma, the minute you get inside the ship, fire it up and
get us the hell outta’ here.” BA-WHOOM! Another blast from the ion cannon
scattered the team. As debris fell from the sky, Dr. Sound pointed towards the
infernal weapon. “And, god dammit, Rocket! Take out that cannon!”
Most of the team hit the ground to avoid having their heads taken off. (Except for
Drax and Gamora who did not fear explosions.) Rocket kicked Star-Lord onto his
back then rested the barrel of his gun on his ally’s chest, “Stop wriggling. You’re
ruining my aim,” he said as he got into sniper position and targeted the cannon.
His gun KLIKed into a larger size. BOOM!
His aim was true. Rocket had targeted
the main battery, which he noticed
was not properly shielded.
BAAROOOMM!!! The energy strike
set of a chain reaction that vaporized
the ion cannon, collapsed the mine
entrance, and blew anyone near the
cave into shredded wheat.
Rocket stood up. “Okay. Now you
can move,” he said as he returned to
the task of cutting down Dire Wraiths.
BLAM! BLAM!
Star-Lord rolled onto his feet, shook of the pain from the ion cannon strike, and
dove for his weapon. He slid across the ashy ground and fumbled the energy gun
into his right hand! Just in time. A dozen Wraith were in arm’s reach. Moving
faster than the Wraith could track, Star-Lord grabbed two Kree anti-grav grenades
from within his jacket and tossed them at the murderous horde. VOOOMP! A
large group of Wraith were sucked into the pocket of anti-grav as Drax decimated

another throng with a makeshift garrote. ZAM! ZAM! Star-Lord laid into another
swath of Wraith as he ran toward the Milano. He was proud of his tactics. He
yelled, “C’mon. I’m clearing us a way back to the…” Peter Quill looked back. He
didn’t like what he saw.
The rabid Dire Wraiths were rushing in from all directions. Enigma has managed
to flip, bound, and sprint near Groot. But Groot could not follow through on Dr.
Sound’s plan. The Wraith were ripping him apart! They still had a ways to make
it to the Milano. The Wraith were innumerable. The team was sustaining injuries.
Dr. Sound, Gamora, Groot and Rocket were pummeled near senseless with blows
from all directions. They were wearing down. Another few minutes, and the
Guardians and Forcers would be faint memories.
Enigma’s body grew cold. She could feel defeat creeping in. Wraith were
crushing in from all sides. She couldn’t see her teammates. She needed a higher
vantage point. Using the Wraiths as her stepping stones, Enigma slyly spiraled up
Groot like a winding staircase. “C’mon, Groot. Shake these buggers off!” she
yelled as she PUNTed an alien in the face causing him to fall dragging a few of
his buddies with him. She was running out of explosives (which she had slyly
grabbed from Rocket’s arsenal).
Grabbing one of the Wraiths, she tossed a small grenade down its throat as she
flipped up like a gymnast using one of Groot’s branches as a bar. BOOM!
SPLAT! Wraith juice was all over the back side of the giant. We need to get to the
team, she thought. Stronghold. What is happening to him? Even though she was
in the fight of her life, her greatest worry was that Stronghold was suffering alone.
At least, if she were to die this day, she would be with her friend and allies.
From her perch atop Groot, Enigma looked down at Star-Lord and Dr. Sound who
were viciously fighting for their lives. With a trembling voice, she said, “We
aren’t making progress. We aren’t making it back at this rate.” She noticed that
the team was being forced together, pressed in from all sides. She whispered to
herself, “We aren’t going to make it.”
Gamora had been nominal in this fight so far. She had allowed Drax and Groot to
draw much of their enemies’ attention as the Wraith surrounded her party. As she
saw wave after wave of Wraith bludgeon and assault her team, her calculating
mind held back. Then arose a chilling sound like that of a harpy rising from the
bedrock of Ireland. Gamora released a battle cry that gave the incoming wave
pause. She unfurled her blood-drenched battle swords and began a sweeping
dance that displayed her grandmaster combat status. She spun around at blinding
speed like a Tazmanian Devil, completely encircling her friends in a blender of
slice-and-dice cosmic wonderment. Not one Wraith fell...until Gamora came to a
stop facing the Milano. Then, like dominoes pushed back by a wind gust, 84% of
the Wraith crumpled SWHHOMMP in one motion; Gamora’s blade strikes
exhibiting why throughout the spaceways she is known as the Deadliest Woman

in the Universe. Another massive wave of Wraith would be here shortly. And
even though the Forcers and Guardians in her presence were still stunned
senseless by her brutality, she ordered. “Go!”
Drax released his makeshift garrote on a small garrison of Wraith that dared to
block their path to the Milano. SKLURTCH! With Enigma and Rocket riding
him, Groot picked up Dr. Sound and began STOMPing toward their ship. StarLord activated his boot jets POOSH! and arched through the air to land in the
pilot’s chair of the Milano while Drax and Gamora protected the rear.
Even Drax and Gamora’s eyes widened in amazement as another myriad of
Wraith erupted into the gulley. “It is like for everyone we kill, ten rise to take
their place. And we are already knee-deep in their corpses.”
Star-Lord watched Groot and company step into the ship. He, too, saw the
incoming wave of sure death. “Get your @$$e$ in here, now!”
Gamora smiled. “As much as I would love to stay and enjoy this bloodbath,
brother, I am sure that an even more glorious battle awaits us on Chandilar.”
Drax lit up with the idea.
Within moments, the battle-weary heroes were all secure in the Milano as the
warp-capable vessel blasted off of the surface of Askia with a valuable crystal
fragment in their possession.
And hope was reborn...
NEXT ISSUE: WRATH OF THE WRAITH!

